Fall 2020 Planning

- Message from Provost. Dr. Pranesh Aswath shared a number of resources with faculty, such as a collapse-wide message Aug 17, that includes guidance on planning, the return to teaching in Fall 2020, and the need to plan for remote teaching. For questions, please contact pranesh.aswath@uta.edu.

- Viewpoint: Charter Model Course Modules. Please review your institutional charter or, for those new to this modularity for your courses. To apply, please submit the following as a single PDF file to Karen Bittner at karen.bittner@uta.edu.

- Course Modality Mix for Fall 2020. Thank you all for faculty who engaged with the subgroups of the Fall Planning Task Force and thank you to the members of the Committee for their work. Preliminary data suggests that 71% of students are enrolled in hybrid courses, 17% are only delivered online, and 12% are delivered face-to-face courses. Note that all fall course arrangements are currently being worked on and are subject to change as instructional hours for that course will end their course at Thanksgiving if the course is online and faculty may go online after the Thanksgiving. Faculty may request that courses cease on or can continue until Dec. 8, 2020.

- Canvas 101. Teams Available in Canvas Courses. Faculty teaching this Fall now have access to Teams through Canvas. Every course at UTA has a Canvas course that is optional for faculty to utilize. This new virtual classroom is provided for use in Canvas through Canvas. Faculty should note that assignments and grades for the Canvas classroom will not be moved to your desired course to be reviewed and at review and grades uploaded. Faculty should note that Canvas will be utilized in the Fall for Canvas for Exams. For more information on the Canvas for Exams, please contact kathy.garrett@uta.edu.
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